
CA10/45 –Application to correct the registers 

CL20 –Caldbeck Common, Entries 417 & 418 

Applicant: Thomas Alan Benn 

 

Representation by Mr Anthony Vaux,  Farm, Caldbeck CA7

Email: 

Status: current owner with Mrs S Vaux of  Farm and initiator of 

application CA10/36 of 2017 referred to in Mr Benn’s application. 

 

Summary 

The Application by Mr Benn seeks to overturn the decision by the Development Control and 

Regulation Committee dated 11th July 2018 following my application CA10/36 of 2017. Mr 

Benn received notice of that application but did not respond during the period for 

representations. On this basis alone the application should be rejected. In case the new 

application is allowed then I present below reasons for rejecting the application.  

I accept the 2018 decision but question Entry 418 which, instead of reflecting the situation at 

the time of the conveyances in 1987 (the focus of the 2018 decision) reverts to an earlier 

period. By attaching the 29.87 units to a deceased person and fields that have long since been 

divided and resold, the Entry makes it excessively difficult for those ‘as yet unclaimed’ units 

to be claimed. I request the CRA to delete Entry 418 pending further applications as already 

discussed with the CRA. 

Mr Benn’s Application 

In conversation with Mr Vaux and Mr T Cartmell, Secretary of the Caldbeck Commons in 

June 2019 Mr Benn admitted that he had received notice of Mr Vaux’s application CA10/36 

but had chosen to ignore it (‘put it in a box’). The Commons Registration Authority (CRA) 

should consider whether the current application is not simply an attempt to make 

representations outside the proper time period and if so reject it.  

If the CRA is willing to accept Mr Benn’s application then the following arguments against it 

should be considered. The crucial document relating to this matter is the ‘Decision’ of the 

Commons Commissioner of 26th July 1982 (ref 262/D/796-801). Up to that date Mr S Cole of 

Brownrigg Farm (formerly High Brownrigg) held ‘grazing rights for 250 sheep, 12 cattle and 

4 ponies’ on the Caldbeck Commons. At the request of prominent local farmers, the 

Commissioner sought to reduce the overall numbers of grazing rights on the Commons and to 

relate the numbers more closely to the amount of inbye land held by each farmer.  

In the case of Mr S Cole, the Commissioner ordered that the rights specified above be deleted 

from the Register and instead the phrase ‘the right to graze 308 units on {the Commons}’ was 

to be inserted. This became Entry 46 in the Register. The ratio of conversion was different in 

each case and so the old grazing rights could not be directly equated with the new units.  
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Mr S Cole was present when the decision was made in 1982 (as the record shows) but he died 

in around 1985. His son and heir Mr G Cole put the farm up for sale in lots in 1987 but Mr G 

Cole and his solicitor seem to have been unaware of the 1982 decision. Mr G Cole offered for 

sale the defunct ‘grazing rights’ in the numbers held prior to the 1982 decision. He attached 

the right to graze 4 ponies to the house and adjacent field (which we may call Lot 1) in the 

December 1987. Those lands/units/rights were sold to Mr and Mrs Fearn and have now 

passed with modification to me. He attached the right to graze 250 sheep and 12 cattle to the 

land being sold to Mr C W Benn (Lot 2). From Mr C Benn the rights/units (but not lands) 

passed under Entry 281 to Mr T A Benn. The fundamental problem is that these old rights no 

longer existed at the time of the 1987 conveyances. Instead the sales should have specified 

‘units’ and should have been based on the total of 308 units allowed by the Commissioner. 

They should also have taken account of the ratio of inbye field to rights/units. 

After deducting a small amount for the land occupied by buildings at Brownrigg Farm the 

Commissioner calculated that the Cole holding was 77 acres and applying the maximum ratio 

of 4 animals per acre this led to the figure of 308 units. In the case of Lot 1 a field of 9 acres 

could have supported a maximum of 36 units and so there is no problem with the allocation 

under the 2018 decision of 29.87 units. There is a considerable problem, however, with Lot 2 

which attached what Mr Benn claims as 298 units (reduced to 278.13 by the 2018 decision). 

Either way this gives a ratio of around 10 units per acre and directly contravenes the 1982 

decision.        

In these ways the conveyances in 1987 both to Mr C Benn and to Mr and Mrs Fearn 

contravened the 1982 decision (in the case of Mr Benn’s on two counts) and therefore may be 

considered void with regard to grazing rights or units. The question whether one conveyance 

takes precedence over the other is immaterial. If the legalistic argument about precedence can 

be set aside the way is open for a rational settlement based on the intentions of the parties 

including the Commons Commissioner. I believe that the 2018 decision represents a valid 

attempt to do so and should be upheld.   

If the CRA chooses to consider Mr Benn’s application and the history of the case in more 

detail it should analyse and explain why it did not pick up on these problems in 2004 when 

Mr T A Benn lodged an outrageous claim for the full 308 units allowed by the 

Commissioner’s 1982 decision. The assertion that the claim of 308 units was due to 

‘mathematical error’ (as in the current Application) is disingenuous and incredible. The 

figure shows that Mr Benn was aware of the 1982 decision but instead of seeking to make 

adjustments to comply with it he simply claimed the full number of units. It would be 

interesting to know why the CRA accepted this and overlooked the question of inbye ratio. 

Mr Benn succeeded in registering the total number of units in gross apparently on the basis of 

a transfer of rights/units from his brother Mr C W Benn. The 2018 decision has rightly led to 

the deletion of Entry 281 of 2004 but still has not properly addressed the issue of inbye ratio 

in Entry 417. 

The CRA decision in 2018 addresses the fact that both the 1987 conveyances failed to take 

account of the 1982 decision. The CRA could have taken the view that the transfer of 



‘grazing rights’ was invalid and deleted all reference to such rights from the Register. This 

would have had huge implications, especially for Mr Benn. Instead the CRA apportioned the 

308 grazing units according to the ratio of ‘grazing rights’ in the 1987 conveyances. In effect 

this created a division of the assets as if the parties had taken account of the 1982 decision 

when they drew up those conveyances (but ignoring the inbye ratio issue).  

Mr Benn’s application gives prominence to the argument that the conveyance relating to Lot 

2 (Mr C W Benn) was signed before that relating to Lot 1 (Mr and Mrs Fearn) and therefore 

takes precedence in claiming the assets. As noted above, the decision of 2018 reflects the 

view that both conveyances were equally at fault in ignoring the 1982 decision. In legalistic 

terms Mr G Cole sold assets which, in both cases, he did not possess. The question whether 

he sold one set of grazing rights before another is irrelevant. He should have sold ‘units’ not 

‘rights’ and he should have taken account of the inbye restriction. Those units should have 

been spread evenly across the 77 acres of inbye land presented for sale.  

Informal comment from a lawyer friend confirms the general legal principle that precedence 

is important in the case of conveyances but continues- 

But that may not provide the answer in relation to rights of common, which in principle are attached to the land, 

pass with the land to which they are attached and are subject to apportionment on purchase of part of the land; 

so it may be that what matters is the effectiveness of the second conveyance to transfer the relevant land (on 

which there is no issue) and that the rights of common, correctly calculated, go with that land irrespective of what 

the two conveyances say about the figures.  There may also be a degree of discretion in the registration authority 

as to the correction of errors in the all important register, and the pro rata approach has much to commend it 

where the errors stem from a mistake shared by all concerned at the time of the two conveyances. 

It may still be worth pointing (since the order of precedence is given such prominence in Mr 

Benn’s application) that the two conveyances were part of a single farm-sale process. They 

were signed within two months of each other. The sale processes started in mid 1987. The 

speed of progress varied between the Lots. By July 1987 the sale of Lot 1 (the farmhouse, 

garth, field and ‘pony-rights’ to Mr and Mrs Fearn) had already progressed to the point that 

the purchaser’s solicitors requested sight of an ‘Epitome of Title’ but surveys of the 

farmhouse and outbuildings (together with loss of documents by the solicitor for the vendor) 

slowed the process. Meanwhile the relatively simple purchase of Lot 2 moved along faster 

and was completed in October 1987. In November the sale of the farmhouse and field was 

still being held up because of questions surrounding the use of an access track and although 

this was resolved in the same month (by a declaration on the part of Mr G Cole) this 

conveyance was only concluded in December. The CRA was surely right in treating the 1987 

conveyances as part of a single process.   

The fundamental fault in Mr Benn’s application lies in the sentence ‘The Applicant claims 

that legally 298 units were transferred on 16 October 1987’. This is not true. The conveyance 

specifies ‘grazing rights for 250 sheep and 12 cattle’ not 298 units as defined by the 1982 

decision. With regard to grazing rights/units the conveyance was not legally valid. I advise 

that the CRA should uphold the 2018 decision and I advise Mr Benn to accept the very 

reasonable solution put forward in the CRA decision of 2018 and withdraw his application.  

 



The problem of Entry 418 

Entry 417 identifies Mr Alan Benn as the applicant/owner of 278.13 units, but Entry 418 

identifies the deceased Mr S Cole as applicant/owner and instead of referring to the fields 

covered by the December 1987 conveyance it refers to the fields owned by Mr Cole from 

1919 until his death. This has (unintentionally) made it very difficult to claim the 29.87 units 

designated ‘as yet unclaimed’ under the 2018 decision. Entry 418 is unnecessary because the 

units are already acknowledged in the 2018 decision as being ‘as yet unclaimed’. Indeed it is 

illogical then to attribute them to a person and specific fields. Those units (as distinct from 

Mr Cole’s old grazing rights) have never been registered. There is no reason to attach them to 

Mr Cole and his defunct holdings. I suggest that Entry 418 be deleted and if that is done I will 

in due course present applications to move directly from the 2018 decision to a proper claim 

of those units.  

 



CA10 / 45 – Application to correct the Registers

CL20 – Caldbeck Common, Entries 417 and 418

Applicant – Thomas Alan Benn

Response by the Applicant to the representations made by Mr Anthony Vaux

1. I have read the representations made by Mr Vaux and I am disappointed at the 

tone of the document and the unnecessary personal remarks that are made by 

him.  At no time have I been disingenuous and do not consider my application 

to be ‘outrageous’.  My application is based upon the facts as I know them to 

be and was only made after I had taken legal advice.  

2. Many of the statements contained within Mr Vaux’s representations are based 

on assertions, which are not backed up by any evidence.   My understanding of 

the situation remains as set out in my application dated 12 December 2019. 

3. Mr Vaux suggests in his representations that I made comments in conversation 

with him and Tim Cartmell in June 2019.  I did not tell Mr Vaux that I had 

received notice of application CA10/36, but had chosen to ignore it, or that I 

had “put it in a box”.  The first I knew of any application having been made was 

at that meeting, in June 2019.  At the meeting, Mr Cartmell explained the 

situation to me.  Following the meeting, I went to see a solicitor.  The fact that 

application CA10/36 was permitted was clearly an error – but not on my part.  

4. Mr Vaux makes reference to the ‘inbye ratio’.  This is irrelevant.  The principals 

that Mr Vaux is suggesting should be applied within his representations did not 

exist or apply in 1987.  Had Geoffrey Heron Cole wanted to sell all of his rights 

to Colin Benn with or without the land, then he could have done so.  Severance 

was permitted and the rights could have been transferred in gross (as they were 

when they were later transferred to me).  



5. The informal comment that Mr Vaux has received from a lawyer friend is not 

representative of the position in 1987.  At that time. there was nothing so say 

that rights of common “would go with land irrespective of what the two 

conveyances say about the figures”.   The conveyances dictated where the 

rights were to go.  As a result, once the Conveyance dated 16 October 1987 had 

been completed, the legal title in such rights as were included in that document 

passed to Colin Benn.  Those rights were then not available to be transferred to 

Mr and Mrs Fearns on 15 December 1987.  There is no evidence to suggest that 

an error was made by Geoffrey Heron Cole or Colin Benn or that Geoffrey Heron 

Cole did not intend to transfer 298 units to Colin Benn, as he did.

6.  I reiterate that the decision made at the CRO to reduce the number of units 

transferred to Colin Benn on 16 October 1987 (which were then transferred 

into my sole name in 2004) is not correct at law.




